It has been proved by Conway that the general problem of whether the Collatz type functions converge is undecidable.
Coding Minsky machines with congruential functions
The set of nonnegative integers is denoted by N. Definition 1.1. A congruentialfunction is a mappingfof N to N such that there exists a positive integer a and two sequences of integers (co,. . . , c,_ 1), (do,. , da_ 1) such that f(un+b)=q,n+db holdsforanyninNandbin{O,... , a -1 }. The number a is called the base offi The set of all congruential functions is denoted by 9. We write n Lrn iffk(n)=m holds f for some k.
Many puzzling questions arise from the iterations of such congruential functions, among which is the famous (3.x + 1)-problem (see [3] for a general discussion). Define the congruential function h by h(2n)=n, h(2n+1)=3n+2.
The (3x + 1) conjecture claims that n2 1 holds for any n>O.
Conway has shown in [2] that one hcannot decide in general if the iterations of a congruential function converge. In his proof, he establishes a correspondence between Minsky machines (see [4] ) and a notion of "vector games" and he codes the halting problem of Minsky machines in terms of these vector games.
Congruential functions dejned by a list of pairs
We show how to code Minsky machines in terms of congruential functions. This construction allows the technical form needed for the sequel to be obtained easily. (3, 4) ) defines the congruential functionfwith base
for every n. Note that there exist congruential functions which are not directly defined by a list of pairs. (For instance, f( n) = n + 1). However, it will be proved subsequently that any congruential function can be simulated by a universal congruential function U, which is defined by a list of pairs. This is a code of the next configuration.
If the inStrUCtiOII of M for state Si iS [if rd > 0 then [rd:= rd-1: goto sj] else goto sJ, and rd =0 then the first pair (x,,, yh) in LM such that xh divides C is
This is a code of the next configuration. Proof. If this set were decidable, one could decide if a Minsky machine M halts from the null entry by testing if F, belongs to the set. As the set of Minsky machines which halt from the null entry is undecidable, the result follows. lJ
Proposition 2.2. The set FN = {fog:
VnE N, n * 0} is undecidable.
Proof. We first prove that the set of Minsky machines which halt from every configuration is undecidable. The idea is to simulate a machine M starting on null registers with the help of a new machine Q(M). This new machine uses two additional registers A and B, and its mechanism is as follows: 
Given N, the algorithm has to calculate f(N). First, it calculates N = QA+B with B < A. So,f( N) is ceQ + ds. The algorithm has to evaluate cB and d, from C. For this it calculates 2 * B times (C= GM + H, C= G with H < M). Then, cB is H and dB is G mod M. At the end, f( N) is QH + (G mod M).
The algorithm is as follows: There exists a universal congruential function U' with base 480480. More details are given in [l] .
Application to functional equations
We extend the previous results to problems about functional equations. We shall show that some questions about their solutions cannot be resolved algorithmically. 
I~Gkaizn'F(biPX)=O
holds for every z in a neighbourhood of 0 in @.
Observe that the null function is a trivial solution of any linear-monomial equation. Observe that the convergence radius of such a series must be at least 1. The set of all (0, 1}-functions will be denoted by 9' in the sequel.
Proposition 3.3. There exists no effective algorithm deciding whether a linear-monomial equation admits a nontrivial solution in Y.
In order to prove this result, we begin with the following lemma. In that case the lemma follows. Indeed, we have the following. Then,
We obtain the equation 
The equation associated with the (3x + l)-problem
The coding of Collatz type functions by functional equations is quite effective. For instance we can easily translate the (3x + 1 )-conjecture. 
The condition (i) implies S(z)=z'R(z)
and then
~z~R(z~)=~z~R(z~)+R(z~)+R(~z~)+R(~~z~).
The ( Proof. Let M, be a universal Minsky machine. We consider the equation ELI = EF~~.
One knows that MU halts from some configurations but not on others. This implies that ELI admits a nontrivial solution and then SLI is not trivial. Consider
We have 0 < S,( l/2) < 1. All s, not verifying n*' 0 are equal to 1 because SLI is the maximal solution of EU. If the real S,( l/2) wereJcalculable, then the series (s,) would be calculable as well. So there would be an algorithm deciding, given an integer n, ifs, is null, and in this way one could decide if the universal machine M, halts from a given configuration. 0
Using the function U defined in this paper, we can exhibit an effective equation EU of the form i=K i~Iaiz"iF(biY"z) =O where K, ni, mi are bounded by 292.
